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Summary
Catalyst
The introduction of the latest technology can be seen as a way for organizations to accelerate
growth, increase efficiency, and improve customer service. AI for IT operations (AIOps) is one area
where the application of technology, if not matched with organizational maturity and readiness, will
fail to deliver all promised benefits. This report provides an analysis of the AIOps market. Figure 1
shows the diversity in the AIOps market.
Figure 1: The Omdia Universe for AIOps

Source: Omdia
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Omdia view
AIOps is an evolving market from many different IT operational management domains. This
evolution witnessed the vendors develop initial solutions based on their own domain-specific
perceptions of business requirements. However, as the market matured, the domain expertise and
perception of requirements changed, and the leading AIOps vendors have all demonstrated a clear
understanding of what an AIOps solution must offer to customers. The pleasing aspect of this
maturity is a recognition that AIOps must be an open solution that does not demand customers to
deploy a single vendors stack of capabilities alone; rather, AIOps can work with existing domain
expert systems such as application performance monitoring (APM), etc. to provide a broad and deep
perspective of the IT environment.
Omdia can see the potential future evolution of AIOps as branching out to more business and other
related areas such as environmental sustainability. While we do not expect all vendors to develop
the same capabilities going forward, we expect that several core capabilities will become table
stakes. Therefore, this further evolution will be driven by what new business-related problems the
vendor solutions can solve and how well they resonate with the customers. It is not inconceivable
that AIOps could evolve along industry vertical lines, solving the specific challenges of those
verticals. For example, in manufacturing, the need to provide solutions that can deal with low
latency across an inhospitable environment, as with industrial IoT and edge, will be more relevant
than in banking where mobile and customer experience is more important.

Key messages
•

The leaders (see Table 1) all recorded a solution breadth score of over 90%, which means that
out of the 119 capabilities measured, fewer than 12 were delivered with a minimum capability
or not at all.

•

BMC recorded the most category leading scores, three in total, while IBM, PagerDuty, and VuNet
Systems recorded two and Digitate, ServiceNow, and Splunk recorded one each.

•

ServiceNow and Splunk were joint total capability top scorers, being only slightly ahead of BMC
and Digitate, which were joint third.

•

Splunk was the only vendor to score 100% for solution breadth, meaning it has none of the 119
capabilities that were scored as lower than being a partial capability.

•

The difference between the classifications can be characterized as follows: the leaders have the
breadth of coverage and a reasonable depth, and the challengers have a reasonable breadth but
have at least one area of specific domain expertise, while the prospects are more domain
experts and lack the breadth.

•

The highest scoring category across all vendors was performance monitoring with an average of
64%.
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The lowest scoring category across all vendors was security operations with an average score of
42%.
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Analyzing the AIOps universe
How to use this report
Omdia is a proud advocate of the business benefits derived through technology, and AIOps is at the
forefront of realizing benefits for IT operational teams. The Omdia Universe report is not intended to
advocate an individual vendor, but rather to guide and inform the selection process to ensure all
relevant options are considered and evaluated in an efficient manner. The report findings gravitate
toward the customer’s perspective and likely requirements, characteristically those of a mediumlarge multi-national enterprise (5,000+ employees). Typically, deployments are considered across
the financial services, TMT technology, media and telecoms, and government sectors, on a global
basis.

Market definition
The AIOps market has evolved from many different domain expert systems being developed to
provide more holistic capabilities. This report brings Omdia’s vision of what an AIOps solution should
currently deliver as well as areas we expect AIOps to evolve into. AIOps is a term that has been
adopted by the market to define the way IT operations needs to perform in digital enterprises.
Omdia defines AIOps as the overarching technology that can bring all the management practices
(observability, rapid mitigation, augmented decision making, self-healing, auto-scaling, etc.) in IT
together. This concept does not translate to a single person or team that can now perform all these
activities; rather, a single view can be obtained, and a single control point established. Omdia
clarifies the sector by identifying the key characteristics of an AIOps solution. The current reality of
the market is that many different AIOps solutions exist, but they do not all deliver on Omdia’s ten
key characteristics.

•

Performance monitoring. One of the starting points for AIOps is IT operational management
(ITOM) and the ability to extend its capabilities so that organizations could get insights into how
IT systems were performing. Performance monitoring remains a core capability that underpins
many of the other capabilities an AIOps solution provides. Understanding how the different
elements in a complex IT system are performing means monitoring the complete IT ecosystem.
This includes all of the layers involved, such as server, storage, network, customer experience,
and application performance.

•

Collaboration. The purpose of AIOps is to foster a culture of collaboration and sharing between
the many different actors involved in the delivery of IT in an organization. The way this is
achieved is a key measure of the technology. Omdia considers that an AIOps solution must at its
heart be easy to use and enable intuitive sharing of information. As the oversight layer, AIOps
must not appear as another layer of management or tooling; rather, it must appear seamless
with existing tools. This characteristic in Omdia's opinion should make AIOps almost invisible to
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the users. In fact, it should enhance their existing tools and processes, and only in the mature
organizations will it become evident by its effect in transforming processes and organizational
structures. However, this collaboration must be managed in terms of access control and
privileges, which should be hidden from users, who should see only what they need to see and
not get swamped in information just because it is available.

•

Data management. The key requirement of an AIOps solution, as with any AI solution, is that it
needs access to data so that it can understand and learn from its environment. The AIOps
solution is made up of lots of disparate data sources that it has access to, and it must be able to
evaluate the quality of this data and, if needed, to store aggregated views of that data. Omdia
considers that the ability to correlate data and identify new insights is a key benefit of using
AIOps. This enables IT departments to become faster to identify issues and resolve problems,
leading to them becoming proactive in terms of problem resolution. An AIOps solution will need
to access data that is kept in log files, configuration management databases (CMDBs), and other
data stores such as wire data from network traffic; unstructured data such as support tickets;
and real-time streaming data. While Omdia accepts that initially, very few solutions will be able
to deal with the whole array of data sources, we do expect these to be incorporated within
solutions as demand and the market grow.

•

Security operations. Understanding the known good behavior of a system is critical to
identifying an anomaly such as a security breach that needs to be investigated. The technologies
used to identify an anomaly differ from vendor to vendor, but they are basically looking at
events, incidents, and resource usage to identify something that does not fit with a known good
state. For example, a significant increase in disk I/O activity could be an indication of
ransomware that is reading and locking a large quantity of data files.

•

Optimization. The need for organizations to optimize the IT systems so they can deliver the
maximum efficiency and effectiveness has become one of the most visible benefits of AIOps to
business leaders. The questions business leaders are asking CIOs about the organization’s IT
system cover a wide range of different aspects of how the solution optimizes:

•

–

The cost aspects of delivering IT services?

–

The storage capacity?

–

The computing capacity?

–

The network (capacity and throughput)?

–

The service delivery?

–

The environmental aspects?

–

The solution must be flexible enough to adapt as the questions evolve.

Automation. Having the ability to automate many tasks is one way that IT operations can begin
to regain control of a complex and fast-moving environment. Omdia considers that AIOps must
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be able to identify the most opportune tasks that can and should be automated. The expectation
is that as the use of AI increases, the ability to automate more tasks will be enabled. Omdia
expects the AIOps solution to support many different levels of automation from simply alerting
an administrator to the need to act through to complete process automation driven by learned
behaviors. The level of maturity in the organization will determine exactly how it uses
automation (for more details, please read Understanding the People and Process Challenges with
Deploying Data Center Automation Technologies). The AIOps solution must be able to match the
level of maturity the organization is operating at.

•

Analytics and alerting. Omdia considers that as organizations adopt AIOps, the reporting and
analysis expectations will change. Omdia expects AIOps to introduce the concept of metricbased reporting and analysis. In metric-based reporting, the organization identifies the key
business outcomes and associates the relevant metrics to these in terms of the IT performance.
For example, if a business change to a customer-facing application has a potential value of
$100,000 per day in increased revenue, then a metric that measures the time from concept to
production can be linked to this value. The whole premise behind metric-based reporting and
analysis is that IT actions or processes are directly linked to the business activity in some way
that can be measured. The adoption of this approach is seen by Omdia as enabling IT
departments to transform the role they perform in a business in a measured and meaningful
way.

•

Platforms and environments. The first key characteristic of any AIOps solution is that it must be
platform agnostic and operate in all environments. While the ability to operate across 100% of
environments is unlikely, Omdia does expect any AIOps solutions to be capable of working
across any cloud environment as well as on premises for x86-based workloads. Omdia does not
prescribe the architecture of an AIOps solution; it can be a control plane based in a cloud in a
software as a service-like (SaaS-like) delivery or an on-premises installation. The key
characteristic is that it has reach and visibility across all the environments the operational IT
department is responsible for managing. This reach should also extend to the IT development
teams, and it should work with the most popular development platforms for cloud-native and
traditional application development.

•

Operational management. The whole idea behind AIOps is that it uses application programming
interface-based (API-based) integration to extend to all the areas of IT operational activity. AIOps
is not a suite of solutions that will rip and replace existing management tooling; rather, it is a
thin meta-data management layer that connects all these activities and uses AI technology to
improve the business of IT delivery. While the first AIOps solutions are focused on those areas
that represent the biggest opportunities for organizations, AIOps will, by being able to deal with
complexity effectively, extend to cover other aspects and allow the organization to operate at
higher maturity levels.

•

Compliance and privacy. An area of increasing use for AIOps is the security and compliance
management space. Understanding when equipment is out of compliance or when an unusual
event has occurred are key capabilities that can shorten the time from a known incident to a
resolution. In terms of compliance, the ability to know the state of any system as it relates to
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patch level, the workloads executing on it, and its criticality provides useful inputs to the process
of deciding when a system should be patched.

Market dynamics
AIOps is a relatively new market that has evolved from a number of different operational
management and automation technologies. AIOps is also a response from these domain expert
systems to the rise in cloud-native applications and the use of cloud computing that has added a
layer of complexity to the role of IT operations. The three key management technologies the market
has evolved from are IT operational analytics (ITOA), IT operational management (ITOM), and IT
service management (ITSM), all underpinned by an automation and workflow capability. As such, the
market is crowded with many small startups and a few larger well-known management vendors that
have developed an AIOps capability. The AIOps Universe leaders include those vendors that have
expanded their existing solutions, from whatever starting point, and extended the AIOps capabilities
to all three of the management technologies that underpin it. The challengers and prospects
demonstrate a strength in one or two of these management areas, or a less comprehensive set of
capabilities across all three.
Table 1: Vendor rankings in the AIOps Universe

Source: Omdia
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Market leaders
The market leaders all scored above 90% for solution breadth and greater than 65% for total
capability (see Table 1). The common trait the leaders shared was a comprehensive solution that has
no significant gaps in capability. It comes as no surprise that the leaders between them accounted
for more than 64% of the category leading scores. However, some of the prospects and challengers
were equally as good in specific categories. The value of the leaders is they can accommodate any
specific requirement a customer may expect from AIOps, but they may not be the best in that
category. In essence, the leaders are very good all-rounders and provide a breadth of coverage with
a good degree of depth.
Market challengers
The market challengers all scored above 70% for solution breadth and greater than 50% for total
capability. The challengers all had at least two categories where they performed below the average,
but these were not always within the same categories. The market challengers represent slightly
lower all-round ability than the leaders, and while they may have some strengths that are equal to
or better than the leaders, they have some categories where they either do not provide solutions or
are still evolving. The market challengers provide some greater depth in one or more specific area
but lack the comprehensive breadth of the leaders.
Market prospects
The market prospects all scored below 70% for solution breadth and below 50% for total capability;
the key characteristic from the prospects is that they have some strong categories but also at least
four categories where they performed well below the average. The market prospects are more
domain-specific experts in one area and lack the breadth of coverage of the leaders or challengers.

Market outlook
According to Omdia’s Software-Market-Forecasts: Infrastructure, 2019–24, the AIOps market was
worth $913 million in 2020 and it is rapidly growing (2019–24 CAGR of 25.4%). The AIOps market is
forecast to be worth $2.3 billion globally by 2024; however, its adoption is not uniform across all
market verticals. Healthcare (2019–24 CAGR of 30%) and media and entertainment (2019–24 CAGR
of 32%) represent the leading verticals, while energy (2019–24 CAGR of 16%) and professional
services (2019–24 CAGR of 18%) are the markets with the slowest adoption. Omdia considers the
variation in adoption rates reflects the maturity of these industry verticals when it comes to digital
transformation of both the business and IT operations.
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Vendor analysis

Definition of the categories used for classification
The Omdia Universe uses three dimensions to position a vendor; capabilities, customer experience,
and market presence (see Figure 1). The individual vendor diagrams (see Figure 2 to Figure 12) show
how the vendor scored compared to the average and maximum for that category. The diagrams
show the following categories:

•

Solution capability: This is the total capability score from all the capability subcategories the
vendor was assessed against.

•

Solution breadth: This is a calculated score based on the percentage of scores the vendor
obtained for all questions at partial capability and above.

•

Solution innovation: This is a calculated score based the percentage of scores the vendor
obtained for all questions at advanced capability.

•

Strategy and roadmap: This capability is an analyst assessment based on a briefing with the
vendor and the response to selected questions in the vendor’s submission.

•

Recommendation: This is the average score from customer feedback survey on the question of
willingness to recommend the vendor.

•

Product experience: This is an average score from the customer feedback survey to a number of
questions relating to the product, such as product quality, product usability, etc.

•

Vendor experience: This is an average score from the customer feedback survey to a number of
questions relating to the vendor, such as pricing policy, customer support, etc.

•

Market presence: This is a measure of the relative size of the vendor in terms of revenue for
products in this market.

BMC (Omdia recommendation: Leader)
Product(s): BMC Helix, TrueSight & AMI Suites
BMC should appear on your shortlist if you want a solid all-round solution that operates from mobile
to mainframe environments
BMC was one of the most consistent vendors in the Omdia Universe; all of its category scores were
above 50% and were within a 20% band ranging from 50% to 70% (see Figure 2). BMC is classified as
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a leader and recorded three top category scores and a customer experience score of 87%. BMC has a
wide and inclusive range of ITOM capabilities ranging from BMC Helix ITSM to TrueSight Operations
Management and BMC AMI solutions. This breadth of coverage from mobile to mainframe and
connection to the IT operational activities puts it in a strong position in terms of market recognition
and demonstrates that it has the experience needed to manage and operate a heterogeneous IT
estate. BMC’s AIOps approach is to reduce the signal to noise ratio that IT administrators have to
deal with on a daily basis so that they can be more responsive to incidents and root cause analysis.
In fact, BMC has made its solution capable of preventing incidents from causing serious business
impact by a combination of predictive alerts and automated responses. This approach is delivering
the correct balance for where the IT department is on its transformation journey—moving from
siloed domain experts to a more collaborative cross-domain approach to IT operational
management.
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Figure 2: Omdia Universe ratings – BMC

Source: Omdia

Strengths
BMC’s strongest category was performance monitoring where it scored 70%, which given BMC’s
heritage in IT operational management, was no surprise. BMC was particularly strong in the
application monitoring space, which is not an area traditionally associated with BMC. Omdia
considers the comprehensive approach by BMC to collecting application performance metrics is
worthy of note. BMC captures a range of different metrics such as transaction tracing, web server
health metrics, application server health metrics, and database server health metrics. These metrics
are collected using either the BMC agent or via the intelligent integration component. The intelligent
integration component is used to ingest metrics, events, resources, and topology from third-party
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APM solutions like Dynatrace, SolarWinds, etc. However, just gathering the metrics is not sufficient;
it is how these are corelated and used to deliver deep application performance visibility that is
where BMC adds the value. By providing this level of visibility, organizations can pinpoint which
users, transactions, and application calls are affected by changes and are affecting performance. This
is one of the reasons BMC can perform proactive problem solving, which leads to faster issue
resolution. BMC’s joint strongest category, with 70%, was collaboration. Omdia considered that BMC
provided several valuable tools to facilitate cross-team collaboration.

•

The cross-functional BMC Helix Dashboards (based on Grafana) enables users across teams to
combine service, operations, and security data into configurable views. For instance, service
owners can configure a dashboard that shows the open incidents, events, metrics, insecure
configurations, and necessary patches for the systems supporting their business services.

•

The solution also has intelligent swarming capabilities integrated with Microsoft Teams to
improve cross-team collaboration for critical incidents. When a high priority issues arrives, the
support agent initiates a team conversation, or a swarm, in the appropriate channel in Microsoft
Teams. The BMC ChatOps bot interacts with IT service management (ITSM) and lists people who
have worked on similar tickets or have the necessary expertise. The agents and experts in the
swarm can search for information using the natural language processing (NLP) capabilities in
ITSM user interface (UI). After the issue is solved, the support agent associates the necessary
contextual information and updates the incident directly from the chat.

Limitations
BMC’s weakest category, with a score of 50%, was platforms and environments. It was BMC’s lack of
native support for any application testing automation solutions that affected its score. However,
because nearly all test automation solutions have native integrations to Jenkins, BMC’s Jenkins
integration gives indirect support for nearly all test automation solutions.
Opportunities
Omdia considers that BMC could enhance its offering to provide more assistance to customers in
right-sizing environments for workloads. BMC does provide documentation that helps organizations
with deployment sizing guidance based on the use cases that will be implemented and the scale of
the environment. Customers can use this guidance as well as current and future projections to
define infrastructure plans. However, by comparison to other AIOps vendors, BMC’s approach is too
generic and needs to be more automated. Omdia believes BMC has the technologies and expertise
to make this more of an integrated dynamic offering.
Threats
BMC’s biggest threat does not come from any specific competitor; rather, it is making sure it can
continue to appeal to the wide audience it serves and remain relevant to them. As new technologies
are developed and adopted, specialist solutions are spawned, and this, in turn, forces the holistic
vendors like BMC to add support for these as the technologies become adopted. The issue is that
supporting all environments means complexity in terms of products and capability. The challenge for
BMC is how to accommodate all these diverse environments in a solution that is simple to use and
easy to navigate.
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Digitate (Omdia recommendation: Leader)
Product(s): ignio
Digitate should appear on your shortlist if organizations want automation and autonomous
operational capability
Figure 3 shows why Digitate is classified as a leader in the Omdia Universe. Digitate demonstrated
that its all-round performance was consistent; its highest score was 73% and its lowest score 58%,
giving it the lowest variation in category scores of all vendors in the Universe at 15%. It means that in
all the categories, Digitate scored greater than 50% (actually greater than 58%), making it one of
only three vendors to achieve this level of consistent performance. To support Digitate’s all-rounder
status, it scored 95% for solution breadth. Digitate is known for its autonomous heritage with strong
automation capabilities and has expanded its offerings to provide a comprehensive AIOps capability.
Digitate was the leader in the overall customer experience dimension with an average score of 92%;
this was mainly due to Digitates’ 96% recommendation score, which was the leading score in that
category.
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Figure 3: Omdia Universe ratings – Digitate

Source: Omdia

Strengths
Unsurprisingly, Digitate was strongest in the automation category where it scored 73%. Omdia
considered that ignio provides automation that is available to be consumed easily so that
organizations can combine capabilities to create automated composite service operations. Out of
the box, this automation capability covers multiple processes such as provisioning, user onboarding,
infrastructure patching, environment configuration, database refresh, and backup and recovery to
name but a few. Additionally, ignio’s customers have the ability to edit and extend these automated
flows to make them specific to enterprise requirements and policies by using ignio Studio—an
integrated modelling environment for ignio. Omdia, particularly, likes the ability of ignio to inform
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users before and after taking an action as well as seek approval for actions. This level of governance
granularity is important as organizations mature in their approach to automation and look to slowly
remove the human approval step from many processes. The other call-out capability that ignio
supports is its ability to block actions in specified time windows and blacklist specific technology
commands. This level of management control is further demonstrated by how ignio designed its
composite workflow structure so that it enforces execution policies that ensure actions are executed
in the correct sequence and pre-requisite conditions are met. The execution policies act as workflow
rules in the execution of automation workflow. In the case of a non-deterministic scenarios such as
an incident, ignio uses its fault-fix models and its context platform to traverse the application stack
and perform health check, probable cause analysis, and remediation actions autonomously in the
right sequence. This level of automation across the different scenarios is a key strength of Digitate.
Digitate’s second strongest capability was security operations where it scored a category leading
score of 65%. By combining enterprise IT context, analytics, and intelligent automation, ignio
provides a closed-loop solution for IT security and compliance requirements. Omdia considers that
its ability to autonomously manage the lifecycle and maintenance of multiple security product
deployments provides security operations with a significant benefit in terms of resourcing these
tasks. For example, with ignio, organizations can use any number of different security tools to
manage their security operations. Therefore, there is no need to rip and replace existing capabilities,
which apart from the cost saving, also means people do not need to retrain on new products.
Limitations
Digitate was weakest in terms of compliance and privacy, where it scored 58%, which was actually
the third highest score in that category. The only area where Omdia considers Digitate could
improve quickly is in the number of compliance and privacy regulations it supports. Currently,
Digitate, like most other vendors, is compliant with both the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) regulations.
Opportunities
Digitate has, on its roadmap, the development of related metrics for application development such
as the number of software faults per 1000 lines of code, time spent in continuous integration
(CI)/continuous delivery (CD) pipeline, etc. Omdia believes this is an area that will become of
increasing importance as cloud-native development becomes more widespread.
Threats
The biggest threat for Digitate is it is the smallest of the leaders in terms of revenue; in fact, many of
its competitors in the leadership category report revenue in excess of $450 million, with two
reporting revenue of more than $750 million. As the market matures, Digitate must compete with
this much larger vendors, which may become difficult because of the difference in funding required
to develop its solution to maintain its leadership classification.

IBM (Omdia recommendation: Leader)
Product(s): IBM Cloud Pak for Watson AIOps and Instana
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IBM should appear on your shortlist if you need cloud-native application performance monitoring as
well as comprehensive environment monitoring
IBM is classified as a leader in the Omdia Universe. IBM was a category leader in two categories and
was third overall in total capability. Customer experience feedback showed that IBM was affected by
the relative newness of its offering, with a recommendation score of 75% and a vendor experience
score of 91% (see Figure 4). These scores indicate that while IBM is seen as an experienced vendor,
the customers are less certain about the product. Omdia believes this is due to there being only a
few customer reviews for the product. IBM has developed from its own research division a very
successful and technically advanced AI/ML set of capabilities, IBM Watson. This technology has been
used in the IBM Cloud Pak for Watson AIOps solution to deliver the deep AI/ML capabilities such as
NLP. IBM has also been active in the market, acquiring Instana in 2020—a German-American
software company that provides enterprise observability and application performance monitoring
for cloud-native applications. In May 2021, IBM also announced the intention to acquire
Turbonomic, an application resource management software solution. The combination of these two
new capabilities, not fully integrated natively at the time of this report, provides IBM with almost all
the core capabilities an AIOps solution currently needs. IBM’s other significant market advantage is
that while the IBM Cloud Pak for Watson AIOps solution may be lacking some capabilities, such as
security operations, these capabilities do exist in the wider IBM portfolio. IBM has an ongoing
strategic plan for IBM Cloud Pak for Watson AIOps that involves merging some of the existing point
solutions such as Netcool into the AIOps offering. The other point of note is that the approach taken
by IBM to IBM Cloud Pak for Watson AIOps is not to build a monolithic application or a suite of
applications, but rather to provide a core platform that supports third-party integration and offers
IBM capabilities as discrete modules so customers do not need to rip and replace existing
capabilities.
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Figure 4: Omdia Universe ratings – IBM

Source: Omdia

Strengths
IBM was strongest in terms of the performance monitoring category where it recorded a score of
75%. Omdia considered its capabilities to engage and work with the application developers were a
particular strength. Omdia liked the IBM "shift-left" approach as applied to incident management
use cases, where it provides change risk scores, vulnerability risk scores, and other information to
help application owners and developers better manage risk earlier in the development pipeline. This
approach provides organizations with a way of getting ahead of issues prior to them being
recognizable as IT incidents. The IBM Cloud Pak for Watson AIOps solution uses information from a
wide range of sources to generate these scores; for example, it uses prior change tickets that are
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analyzed using NLP, as well as more traditional IT operational data. IBM’s second strongest category
was platforms and environments where it scored 73%. Its score in this category was mostly due to its
breadth of software operating environments, databases, and cloud environments that it can
support. IBM also claim to natively support over 200 different ITOM solutions and thousands of
other solutions via APIs. IBM also claims to support lesser known vendors and home-grown solutions
that can be integrated using universal means (e.g., webhook, email, SNMP, REST, file, etc.).
Limitations
IBM’s performance was consistent across all the categories but was weakest in the compliance and
privacy category where it scored 43%. The main reason for IBM’s relatively low score, by comparison
to its other category scores, was security is not a currently part of the IBM Watson AIOps areas of
focus—IBM has other security related products such as IBM Cloud Pak for Security. Omdia considers
that as the development, security, and operations (DevSecOps) movement gains momentum, then
any AIOps solution will need to provide the operational security management capabilities as these
will increasingly become a challenge for IT operational teams.
Opportunities
IBM scored an impressive 95% for solution breadth, which demonstrates that it provides the
capabilities Omdia considers as critical for any AIOps solution. The one caveat for the IBM score is
that security is not explicitly a category; rather, the capabilities are distributed among the
categories. The opportunity for IBM is to incorporate some of the operational capabilities from its
security products into IBM Cloud Pak for Watson AIOps so that when DevSecOps becomes a
category of AIOps, it is well placed to retain a strong position with good solution breadth. However,
IBM provides security and compliance capabilities through the IBM Cloud Pak for Security, which can
be used to augment the Watson AIOps platform but was not included in this report.
Threats
IBM’s main threat is how it manages the portfolio of capabilities within IBM Cloud Pak for Watson
AIOps. In the past, IBM built comprehensive management suites such as Tivoli, which have become
so complex users found it difficult to understand how it could be used and deliver value. IBM
appears to have learnt from previous errors in portfolio design and IBM Cloud Pak for Watson AIOps
is a modular solution where the capabilities can be added as needed.

LogicMonitor (Omdia recommendation: Leader)
Product(s): LogicMonitor v. 152
LogicMonitor should appear on your shortlist if you want comprehensive observability from
applications to infrastructure
LogicMonitor positions itself as an AIOps and unified observability solution at the junction of APM, IT
infrastructure management, and log management. LogicMonitor is classified as a leader in the
Omdia Universe as its capability solution breadth score was 91%, and its total capability score was
65%. This means that LogicMonitor provides the majority of the 140 plus capabilities Omdia has
identified as key for AIOps and does so consistently across all categories. LogicMonitor’s vision is to
provide an early warning system for IT operations teams by reducing the signal-to-noise ratio in
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terms of the alerts IT administrators receive and making the signal data actionable. LogicMonitor’s
platform helps IT operations to become more predictive and prevent failures by taking automated
actions. Omdia considers the approach taken by LogicMonitor to be of particular relevance to both
IT operations and DevOps teams. In terms of customer experience, LogicMonitor’s customers scored
it 86% in terms of recommendation, with product and vendor experience scores of 81% and 80%,
respectively. These scores demonstrate a good degree of customer support, but the customers did
not agree on the main reason they selected LogicMonitor, which indicates its breadth of capability
has wide appeal.
Figure 5: Omdia Universe ratings – LogicMonitor

Source: Omdia
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Strengths
LogicMonitor’s joint top two strengths are performance monitoring and optimization; both scored
65%. LogicMonitor comes from a deep heritage in IT Infrastructure monitoring and in particular
delivering this for hybrid cloud and multi-cloud environments. Omdia considers LogicMonitor’s
ability to support monitoring of over 2,000 infrastructure technologies, many being provided out of
the box, as a key strength. Another point of difference for LogicMonitor is its platform approach.
LogicMonitor is SaaS-based and agentless and can monitor via application programming interface
(API) or by having a local collector deployed in the customer’s environment. Ease of deployment and
rapid time to value is delivered by use of LogicModules (best practice templates) that are provided
to monitor a wide array of IT infrastructure technologies. LogicMonitor’s IT infrastructure monitoring
also includes some aspects of IT operational activity that other solutions ignore. For example, Omdia
calls out LogicMonitor’s ability to monitor backup and recovery systems such as Commvault, EMC,
Veeam, etc.
Another area of strength for LogicMonitor is its network monitoring that covers a wide range of
vendor solutions: for example, Brocade Application Delivery Controllers, Check Point Firewalls, Cisco
Application Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC) Monitoring, Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA)/Aggregation Services Router (ASR), Cisco Device Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) and Network Time Protocol (NTP) Configuration, Citrix NetScalers, Dell Switch Monitoring,
F5, Fortinet Monitoring, Juniper Monitoring, SonicWall Firewall Monitoring , Palo Alto Firewall
Monitoring, and VMware NSX Monitoring, to name just a few.
LogicMonitor’s optimization capabilities are equally strong, and Omdia considers LogicMonitor’s
ability to monitor Amazon Web Services (AWS) or Azure spending and identify ways to optimize an
organization’s monthly bill as significant and valuable. Customers can set thresholds for services and
regions that enable them to identify when they are close to exceeding their budget or their average
monthly cost. This will result in alerts that can be sent in a daily report or individually to their finance
team, or even to the engineers that are provisioning and running services in the cloud. Omdia
believes that setting thresholds for spending data can provide value for managing the monthly bill,
but it can be equally as valuable (and easy) to set up LogicMonitor dashboards that show how costs
are trending and to identify unused and overutilized resources.
Limitations
LogicMonitor only recorded two categories with scores below 50%. Its weakest category was
automation, with a score of 45%. It is not that LogicMonitor was particularly bad at automation; in
fact, it has some significant strengths such as its ability to support bidirectional workflows with
leading third-party solutions. However, it was the lack of ability to import automation runbooks,
requiring them to be triggered using alerts instead, and the lack of chatbots as part of the
automation interface with IT administrators that contributed to its score in this category.
Opportunities
Omdia considers LogicMonitor’s architecture to be ideal for monitoring edge deployments. Omdia
recommends that LogicMonitor highlight its strengths in delivering this capability so customers
associate LogicMonitor with edge monitoring, an area that Omdia believes represents AIOps’ next
big market.
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Threats
Omdia cannot see any specific threats to LogicMonitor other than those facing the entire market.
Like other AIOps vendors, LogicMonitor provides a comprehensive set of capabilities, but unlike
most of the market, its solution is built on its underlying platform that is delivered as SaaS.
Therefore, if the market moves away from SaaS to more platform as a service (PaaS) on hybrid cloud
to gain more control, LogicMonitor may be.

Netreo (Omdia recommendation: Prospect)
Product(s): Netreo, Stackify by Netreo
Netreo should appear on your shortlist if you want an AIOps solution that delivers a solid solution
with an emphasis on some key vertical industry markets
Netreo is classified as a prospect in the Universe because it scored less than 70% for solution
breadth and less than 50% for total capability. Netreo’s performance was characterized by some
areas of strength offset by others of weakness in almost equal measures. Netreo’s solution provides
some specific industry vertical solutions as well as a horizontal capability applicable to any user.
Netreo has significant industry expertise in healthcare, retail, and financial systems, which provides
it with an advantage over the rest of the AIOps market that is generally horizontal. In terms of
customer experience, its customers scored Netreo highly with a 91% recommendation score, and a
product and vendor experience scores of 88% and 90%, respectively. In fact, Netreo customer’s
scores placed it third overall in customer experience, which shows its customers value its solution
highly.
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Figure 6: Omdia Universe ratings – Netreo

Source: Omdia

Strengths
Netreo’s joint top strengths—performance monitoring and collaboration—both scored a respectable
53%. In terms of performance monitoring, Netreo monitors key performance indicators (KPIs), like
CPU, memory, disk, network bandwidth and errors for network systems, as well as network
traffic/application mix, latency, and quality of service (QoS) statistics. Netreo also monitors routing
protocol metrics, key network device metrics and status, like buffer usage, backplane utilization, and
hardware status. Omdia scored Netreo particularly well for its application monitoring where it
makes use of synthetic transactions and/or embedded application tracing with metrics like response
time, SQL execution time, error rate, load time, key transactions, errors, and logs. Netreo also scored
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53% for collaboration where Omdia considers its ability to integrate with ServiceNow as well as
other ITSM systems as important features. In addition, Netreo also provides APIs for integration with
events and alarms from other platforms and integrates with security information and event
management (SIEM) and log or event management tools. The combination of these enables network
operations centers (NOCs) and operations centers to create their own customized dashboards and
views quickly and without any SQL or scripting requirements.
Limitations
Netreo was weakest in native capabilities in the compliance and privacy category where it recorded
a score of 10%. As a non-native SIEM/security management tool provider, Netreo is complementary
to other solutions providing security solutions. Netreo does, however, provide some basic level of
governance, as all systems and data are secured with a least privileged principled approach and
minimal access. All data is stored encrypted, and all access is fully logged with detailed audit trails.
Opportunities
Netreo has developed a solid AIOps solution that provides organizations with the ability to observe,
analyze, and act. Omdia believes that if Netreo could partner with and integrate with third-party
specialists in the areas it has limited capabilities in, its solution would be more comprehensive and
appeal to a wider audience.
Threats
Netreo is finding the market in AIOps is expanding and many big vendors are entering the space with
comprehensive solutions. The value proposition that Netreo has developed with its AIOps solution is
now seen as expected, so Netreo needs to either focus on specific market industry verticals where it
has a strength, or it must address its gaps if it wants to compete against the increasingly crowded
market. Omdia expects the current horizontal AIOps market to see consolidation over the next two
years.

PagerDuty (Omdia recommendation: Challenger)
Product(s): PagerDuty Event Intelligence
PagerDuty should appear on your shortlist if you want an AIOps solution that has a strong and easyto-use automation capability and ensures availability of your services
PagerDuty is classified as a challenger in the Omdia Universe. PagerDuty scored a total capability
score of 62%, just below the leader threshold of 65%, but it was its solution breadth score of 78%
that ultimately decided its classification (see Figure 7). PagerDuty did record two category-leading
scores in automation with 75% and operational management with 68%, one of only two vendors
outside the leader classification to record any category leading scores. Ultimately, it was the fact
that PagerDuty did not have offering in the optimization category. The approach taken by PagerDuty
of a developer platform for the generation of integrations and capabilities using its solution is an
innovative approach that will appeal to many organizations. However, Omdia believes it must also
provide out-of-the-box integrations and capabilities that cover the whole range of what an AIOps
solution is expected to deliver. In terms of customer experience, PagerDuty’s customers scored it
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highly, with a recommendation score of 92% and a product and vendor experience score of 86% and
88% respectively.
Figure 7: Omdia Universe ratings – PagerDuty

Source: Omdia

Strengths
PagerDuty’s strongest category was automation where it recorded a category leading score of 75%.
Rundeck by PagerDuty uses the concept of projects and jobs in its approach to automation.
Customers can build projects that contain multiple jobs, and each job can be a specific workflow.
These projects can cover a wide range of IT operational management activities from applications to
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infrastructure. All the jobs within a project have the same access control list, which includes
capabilities to manage secrets such as keys and password credentials of underlying infrastructure
and resources. Jobs can be invoked via webhooks, which can be added to PagerDuty incident
response to provide operators with access to automated diagnosis and remediation. Jobs can also be
started from other operational tools using interfaces with systems such as Jira, Slack, ServiceNow,
GitHub, etc.
PagerDuty’s second strongest category was operational management, where it also recorded the
category leading score of 68%. PagerDuty benefits from being a SaaS solution, which reduces the
time to value for customers. Once the product is enabled, it observes customer data over a period of
several days or weeks to start learning, and then it will start offering recommendations for tasks that
a user can perform to reduce noise, such as grouping potentially related alerts together. There is no
model training or professional services involved.
PagerDuty’s other area of strength was analytics and alerting where it scored 68%, the second
highest category score. Much of its high scoring in this section was due to the approach taken by
PagerDuty to the use of AI/ML and the fact it does not use a model that requires user training; all
models are automatically retrained as necessary. PagerDuty also scored well in terms of
visualization. PagerDuty has a rich set of visualizations, such as calendar-based heat maps to score
services and teams responses. Its dashboarding capabilities provide multiple ways to view events
and incidents. In addition, an API is available to export all data to a customer's business intelligence
(BI) tool for further analysis and action.
Limitations
PagerDuty’s lack of any optimization capabilities is the obvious weakness. However, this can be
mitigated by using the developer platform to integrate with other optimization tools a customer may
already be using. Omdia believes that customers like this flexibility, but customers would also like to
have out-of-the-box integrations so they could just use optimization capabilities with the same ease
as using the core PagerDuty solution.
Opportunities
Omdia considers that PagerDuty could promote its developer platform to a wider audience and build
up a catalog of third-party add-ons to its core platform offering. It would address many of the areas
for which PagerDuty could provide solutions but does not have the internal resources to develop
these fast enough.
Threats
Omdia considers that PagerDuty has a well-developed solution that is lacking some partnerships and
integrations to provide all the capabilities an AIOps solution is expected to deliver. It is the breadth
and depth of these capabilities that PagerDuty needs to work on.

ServiceNow (Omdia recommendation: Leader)
Product(s): ServiceNow ITOM Predictive AIOps
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ServiceNow should appear on your shortlist if you are looking for a business-focused approach to
transforming how IT is managed
ServiceNow is classified as a leader in the Omdia Universe; it recorded one top category score and
was joint leader in terms of total capability score. ServiceNow also scored well for customer
experience with a total score of 91%; its top score was for vendor experience with a score of 97%
(see Figure 8). Over the past several years, ServiceNow has taken the approach to build out its Now
Platform and extend its ITSM and ITOM solutions to be focused on unlocking productivity and
improving operational efficiency. In 2020, ServiceNow acquired Israel-based Loom Systems, an AIOps
vendor. Combining Loom Systems with ServiceNow’s existing capabilities moved ServiceNow from a
domain-specific AIOps vendor to a more holistic AIOps solution provider. The impact of this
acquisition can be seen in ServiceNow’s solution breadth score of 96%, which shows how
ServiceNow has expanded its offering to cover all the core capabilities/categories Omdia expects a
current AIOps solution to deliver. The approach taken by ServiceNow is one of delivering a platform
that can be extended by the customer to meet their current and future needs without forcing them
to use solutions from a single supplier. One of the areas that ServiceNow has taken a leadership
position in is the ability to support innovation from all employees through its workflow capability.
While workflow is mainly used by the line of business to develop new solutions to business problems
quickly, it also is a significant aspect of how ServiceNow makes AIOps inclusive of all the different
operational teams.
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Figure 8: Omdia Universe ratings – ServiceNow

Source: Omdia

Strengths
Unsurprisingly, ServiceNow’s strongest category was performance monitoring where it scored 73%.
ServiceNow’s strengths in ITSM and ITOM and the fact it is built on a single common platform enable
it to gather and corelate all the traditional data sources needed for performance monitoring. Omdia
liked how ServiceNow was able to use connectors to APM solutions from third-party vendors such as
Dynatrace, AppDynamics, and New Relic to import the application topology. ServiceNow has
developed specific Service Graph Connectors, which guarantee that application topologies are
imported correctly into the ServiceNow CMDB by using ServiceNow's Common Service Data Model
(CSDM) architecture. However, just bringing application data into the CMDB is not in itself a
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significant differentiator. Omdia considers that it is ServiceNow’s ability to complement these
application topologies with additional infrastructure elements it can discover through its ITOM
Visibility that is why ServiceNow is so strong in performance monitoring. ServiceNow’s second
strongest category was compliance and privacy where it scored 70%. Omdia highly rated ServiceNow
for its ability to ensure continuous compliance. Omdia identified the use of a virtual agent that can
deliver an end-to-end intelligent conversational experience as a significant contributor to delivering
compliance and privacy. The virtual agent can ensure instant resolution to common requests are
answered, which increases employee and customer satisfaction, and keep agents focused on more
pressing issues. It is the pre-built governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) conversations in the virtual
agent covering topics such as reporting risk events and reporting policy exceptions that makes
ServiceNow the leader in this category.
Limitations
ServiceNow’s weakest category was optimization where it scored 45%. The optimization category
was very detailed in looking at the different operational elements that the solutions could optimize.
While ServiceNow provided good and excellent optimization capabilities for some aspects, its score
was affected because it lacks the ability to optimize storage, network, and environmental aspects.
However, storage optimization is on the roadmap, and in the future, Cloud Insights will make
recommendations on unused disks and disk performance right sizing to ensure money is not being
wasted on high performance disks when low performances disks would work. ServiceNow did not
make any statements on if/when network and environmental optimization would be addressed.
Opportunities
ServiceNow is in a much better position than many of its competitors when it comes to addressing
both the core IT operational efficiency needs of CIOs and line of business innovation and agility
needs of the C-suite. Omdia considers that ServiceNow could use this position to extend the reach of
AIOps to business operations, effectively enabling other business departments to use AI in how its
operational processes and procedures can be transformed to be digital first. Omdia accepts that
ServiceNow with its workflows is effectively delivering these capabilities but demonstrating the
power of the platform to deliver new capabilities, insights, and efficiencies under the AI banner
would make a clear statement of intent and differentiation for ServiceNow.
Threats
The one significant new area where ServiceNow does not have a specific solution capability in its
product is environment sustainability monitoring and reporting. While this is a new and emerging
aspect of IT, Omdia believes that it will become of greater importance as governments use
legislation to help meet the targets that have been set for reducing carbon emissions. Omdia
believes that environmental monitoring and management in general will become a requirement for
the relevant solutions to demonstrate they have capabilities before they can be considered a
supplier to the organization. This project has identified that some of the leaders in the AIOps market
already have capabilities in this area and ServiceNow could find it misses out on any request for
information (RFI) just because it does not provide environmental monitoring/reporting as part of its
solution.
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Splunk (Omdia recommendation: Leader)
Product(s): Splunk AIOps
Splunk should appear on your shortlist if you want to gain new insights into a range of operational
data and extend this to cover business metrics
In Omdia’s Universe, Splunk is categorized as a leader where it recorded one category leading score
and a customer experience recommendation score of 89%. In Omdia’s AIOps survey 2021, Splunk
was the top-most recognized AIOps vendor with 34% of respondents identifying it as a top three
vendor. This measure is called unaided brand awareness, and it provides a good view of overall
brand strength. Splunk is a data analytics platform vendor that has a long reputation for managing
data and providing insights from the data assets. Splunk is classified as a non-domain AIOps solution,
which means that its expertise is in data analytics, and it also has domain-centric AIOps solutions
with expertise in at least one aspect of IT operational management, such as ITSM, etc. The difference
between these two classifications is clearly shown in Splunk’s results. Splunk was the only vendor to
record 100% for solution breadth—this measures how many scores a vendor received for all
questions at partial capability and above—which translates to Splunk demonstrating it has at least a
partial capability for every question in the Omdia capability questionnaire (over 140 separate
questions). Splunk also scored 50% or more for every category, which was one of the best score
groupings of the Universe.
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Figure 9: Omdia Universe ratings – Splunk

Source: Omdia

Strengths
Splunk’s strongest category was performance monitoring where it recorded 73%. Omdia considers
Splunk’s range of capabilities in this category worthy of note, including Splunk application
monitoring and troubleshooting, infrastructure monitoring, digital experience monitoring, log
investigation, service insights, event management, and incident response. Being able to perform this
range of monitoring is impressive, but it is also how the data is collected and correlated in context
that makes a significant contribution to Splunk’s overall performance monitoring score. Many of
these monitoring capabilities are based on its streaming platform and the AI/ML-driven streaming
analytics that accurately and quickly surface anomalies and detect problems in real time. Omdia also
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believes it is how Splunk uses this data that makes it valuable to IT and DevOps operational teams.
For example, Splunk’s predictive analytics capabilities that use ML algorithms to predict the health
score value of a selected service in IT Service Intelligence (ITSI). The models use historical service
health score and KPI data to approximate what a service's health might look like in 30 minutes.
Splunk also uses adaptive thresholding, where instead of a threshold based on a statistical
distribution of historical KPI data, Splunk uses ML techniques to analyze historic data and determine
what should be considered normal in the IT environment. The adaptive thresholds automatically
recalculate on a nightly basis so that slow changes in behavior do not trigger false alerts.
Splunk’s second strongest category was data management where it scored 70%, which given
Splunk’s history with data and analytics, is not a surprise. Omdia considers that Splunk's real-time
data platform that is able to parse and filter log, event, metric, and trace data as it is ingested and
then forward it into a searchable index is a significant strength. These indexes can be segmented by
various characteristics based on access privileges, retention policies, and physical separation so that
data is forwarded to the appropriate index. Day two operational activities are catered for as backup,
caching, and data lifecycle management policies are also supported. One capability that Omdia
considers useful is where indexes that are infrequently used are moved to lower-cost/lower-tier
storage. Splunk's applications then build operational insights based on the data from this indexing
architecture. To help users with getting the time to value from the solution, Splunk supplies an
extensive library of data connector packages that ensure the integrity of data as it is stored in the
index so that user-facing applications have access to timely and trusted data.
Limitations
Splunk’s weakest category was automation where it scored 50%. The main reason for Splunk’s
relatively low score was how Splunk Phantom defines playbooks. Splunk, in Omdia’s view, takes a
pragmatic but average definition by considering automation as the ability to intelligently execute a
series of automation tasks that can be invoked on incoming events. For example, a playbook can be
configured to run actions against all new containers with a specific label. While a playbook can also
be part of a workflow in a workbook, playbooks can have conditional and looping logic. Omdia
considers this useful, but not market leading.
Opportunities
Splunk has already begun to extend the scope and breadth of its audience for AIOps to include line
of business, DevOps teams, as well as IT operations. It is better placed than the domain-centric
AIOps vendors to do this and should be considering how to partner with independent software
vendors (ISVs) to develop new vertical specific capabilities. Splunk is already investing in prebuilt
content for specific use cases across infrastructure, application, and business outcomes, including
out-of-the-box dashboards in the Observability Suite and Content Packs in ITSI (Microsoft 365, SAP,
etc.).
Threats
As AIOps matures and evolves, the shape of the market has not yet been fully defined. Splunk is
considered a leader in the space currently; however, if the AIOps market shifts, Splunk must
respond. For example, automation is an area where Splunk is vulnerable if the AIOps market moves
to become more autonomous. While Omdia can see no immediate threat to Splunk, it must monitor
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the AIOps market and adoption to ensure it is delivering the required capability and has the correct
vision.

StackState (Omdia recommendation: Challenger)
Product(s): StackState 4.3
StackState should appear on your shortlist if you want observability that stretches from traditional
to cloud-native environments
StackState is a new breed of AIOps vendor that has evolved based on the premise that in a cloudnative world, observability of the entire IT estate is needed. StackState is a challenger in the
Universe as it lacks some capabilities in a couple of categories but did record 86% in the customer
experience recommendation category (see Figure 10). However, StackState is not trying to do
everything; rather, it is building its capabilities for the key challenges of managing in a cloud-native
world, namely dealing with the impact of a rapidly changing environment. StackState is focused on
identifying what has changed so that organizations can reduce incident response times and decrease
the number of people needed performing incident triage.
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Figure 10: Omdia Universe ratings – StackState

Source: Omdia

Strengths
StackState’s approach to incident analysis is its strongest capability; collaboration scored 68%. Key to
StackState’s capability is how it integrates with a range of third-party solutions that provide the data
needed. For many integrations, StackState offers an out-of-the-box integration, which is called a
StackPack. These StackPacks are for input (topology and telemetry) and for output data sources
(e.g., Slack, ServiceNow). The model of StackState is technology or data agnostic, which means any
data source can be integrated using the software development kit (SDK) if needed. StackState
supports pull and push mechanisms to get the data into its 4T Data Model. Omdia considers that it is
how this data is used by StackState, which is interesting. By merging topology with telemetry
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(metrics, logs, and/or events) and understanding the changes in the environment, StackState can
contextualize all this information. One example of how this information is used to improve
collaboration is the use of problem clustering, where it groups events together automatically and
can send a message to Slack indicating what the possible root cause could be. StackState’s second
strongest category is data management where it scored 60%. StackState can synchronize topology
information from different sources, including in-house sources. StackState enables organizations to
create a model of the complete landscape. At the end of the synchronization pipeline, StackState
stores the incoming data as part of its topology, consisting of components and relations. This
approach enables organizations to answer difficult questions as the data is stored in a versioned
graph database (StackGraph). Changes in topology are stored as incremental updates in the graph
database so organizations can quickly identify when and what caused a change.
Limitations
StackState is not trying to be a broad generic AIOps solution and as such has a few gaps in its
capability. The most noticeable gap is its approach to DevSecOps. StackState does not have specific
capability to deliver security operations; rather, the openness of the StackState platform allows
organizations to include any type of data into the model. Omdia considers this will enable StackState
to answer many security related questions, but the user needs to build these solutions themselves
using the platform.
Opportunities
StackState has a good data platform and has built some useful capabilities. While StackState does
not provide out-of-the-box solutions for all the capabilities, Omdia has identified it does provide a
platform that the user can use to build their own. Omdia considers that this approach works for
those organizations that want to build specific solutions and capabilities but may be too much of a
challenge for organizations looking for premade solutions.
Threats
By focusing on observability and reducing the mean time to repair (MTTR), StackState may become a
specific capability enabler rather than an AIOps solution provider. While this is not a bad thing,
StackStack could create a market position as the observability technology provider. The threat is if
the other broader AIOps vendors acquire or develop a capability as good as StackState, it may find it
difficult to remain competitive.

Sumo Logic (Omdia recommendation: Challenger)
Product(s): Sumo Logic AIOps
Sumo Logic should appear on your shortlist if an organization is looking for a solid all-round
capability that has a heritage of observability
Sumo Logic is classified as a challenger in the Universe where it scored a total capability score of 61%
and a solution breadth score of 89%, both just short of the scores needed to be classified as a leader.
Figure 11 shows the performance of Sumo Logic across all categories and it can be clearly seen that
Sumo Logic has a solid all-around capability but just lacks some depth in some categories. Sumo
Logic is a reliable observability platform that delivers all the core functionally of AIOps from a SaaS
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solution. In terms of customer experience, Sumo Logic’s customers scored it reasonably well with a
recommendation score of 88%.
Figure 11: Omdia Universe ratings – Sumo Logic

Source: Omdia

Strengths
Sumo Logic was strongest in analytics and alerting where it scored 60%, which was the third highest
score in the category. Omdia particularly rated Sumo Logic in terms of its analytics capabilities
because they span time series, log, and trace data. Using these data sources, Sumo Logic is able to
identify correlations between the application, services, orchestrator, and infrastructure layers of a
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modern application stack. Sumo Logic uses this to accelerate problem diagnosis and root cause
analysis, helping customers solve incidents faster and ensuring service level agreement disruption is
minimized. Omdia notes that anomaly detection on time series, logs, and traces is a core strategy
that helps users detect unusual spikes at various layers in a stack. Sumo Logic has a wealth of
anonymized data that customers can use to benchmark themselves and identify normal versus
unusual levels of activity based on the wider population statistics. Sumo Logic’s benchmarking uses
predictive models and statistical models for baselining, and by clustering incidents based on
topology, it is able to simplify the displayed anomalies and to create causal connections between
them.
Sumo Logic’s second strongest category was collaboration, where it scored 58%, and given its
abilities mentioned above, this is no surprise. Sumo Logic was one of only a few vendors that
provided good functionality for the developers. Sumo Logic’s Software Development Optimization is
a solution that helps customers increase release velocity, improve reliability, and monitor and report
on software development pipelines. Out-of-the-box dashboards provide insight into industrystandard metrics such as lead time, number of deploys, time to restore service, and change failure
rate. In addition, Sumo Logic provides developers with actionable insights into the operations of
CI/CD pipelines such as builds, deploys, code commits, pull requests, and issues. While the solution
has out-of-the-box support for Atlassian Jira, Atlassian Bitbucket, Atlassian Opsgenie, Jenkins,
GitHub, and PagerDuty, other tools can also be easily integrated by mapping log events to the
predefined schema model.
Limitations
Sumo Logic was weakest in terms of optimization, where it scored 35%. This score was mainly due to
time constraints and late delivery of the submission. Based on independent research, Omdia
attempted to score Sumo Logic as accurately as possible. We believe with more clarity and
information that Sumo Logic will increase their score.
Opportunities
Omdia considers Sumo Logic has a solid all-round capability, and notwithstanding the lack of
information on optimization, we believe that Sumo Logic has the ability to become a leader in the
next iteration of this Universe.
Threats
Sumo Logic is known for its reliable observability platform but needs to make more of its all-round
AIOps capabilities. Omdia does not believe that relative performance in terms of optimization
affected its classification. However, we believe Sumo Logic can further improve its position by
evangelizing its capabilities more broadly.

VuNet Systems (Omdia recommendation:
Challenger)
Product(s): VuNet Systems
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VuNet Systems should appear on your shortlist if you want to understand what the infrastructure
metrics mean for business outcomes
VuNet Systems is classified as a challenger in this Omdia Universe. VuNet Systems is a challenger
because its total capability score was below, only just below 60% and the solution breadth score was
below 80% (see Figure 12). The combination of these two metrics indicates that there are some
minor gaps in the portfolio. However, VuNet Systems is still evolving its solution, and in Omdia’s
view, has addressed a key aspect of AIOps that other higher scoring competitors have yet to address,
namely the linkage to business outcomes. In fact, VuNet Systems recorded two category leading
scores, which further supports the view it has deep domain expertise and pivoted around certain
capabilities, hence a lack of the breadth of capabilities displayed by the leaders.
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Figure 12: Omdia Universe ratings – VuNet Systems

Source: Omdia

Strengths
VuNet Systems’ strongest category was performance monitoring, where it scored 75%. VuNet’s
AIOps platform, vuSmartMaps, correlates the business transaction journey by bringing together the
business context and IT environment data across both infrastructure and applications. It also
provides monitoring of application performance and can support custom-built and readymade
adaptors that can read and analyze application log files to provide insights into application
transaction performance. One of the significant strengths of VuNet Systems is its ability to segregate
the resources by the line of business or department. This ability allows for targeted analysis of the
analytics on capacity utilization, enabling business users to make key operational decisions based on
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the cost information pertinent to them. VuNet’s platform monitors on-premises and private cloud
predominantly and provides real- time reports, which includes analytics, total volume of
transactions, turnaround time, and outcomes, which can be used by customers to make decisions
such as whether to expand or decrease their use of resources like virtual machines, etc.
VuNet Systems’ second strongest category was analytics and alerting where it scored 70%. Omdia
was particularly impressed by the vuSmartMaps platform use of an auto regressive recurrent neural
network (RNN) based deep learning to baseline behavior of specific metrics/telemetry time series
data, which it terms “golden signals”. The base lining uses both univariate and multivariate
techniques to learn the behavior of individual signals and influence of one signal on the other,
respectively. The trained neural network is used to do probabilistic forecasting of signals and
metrics. Then vuSmartMaps uses a statistical model to calculate a predictive performance score for
each golden signal based on the forecasted probability distribution by the RNN model. Based on the
application and network topology, individual scores of signals are rolled up to component level
scores and application/service level scores. These scores give a direct indication of probability of
failures within an application or a component.
Limitations
As previously stated, VuNet Systems has some gaps in its capability offerings when compared to the
Omdia model for AIOps. Its weakest category was compliance and privacy where it scored 8%. VuNet
Systems currently conforms to existing policies an organization operates under and does not offer
compliance and privacy as part of its solutions.
Opportunities
VuNet Systems has built the business outcome links to the IT infrastructure and application
monitoring capability. It could use this as a platform to provide insights and reports on the key new
area of environmental sustainability and employee diversity and inclusion. While these are currently
“left field” capabilities, Omdia believes that if they become more important, then vendors that can
show and link these to business outcomes will be the solutions that establish an early market
dominance.
Threats
VuNet Systems has built the business outcome links to the IT infrastructure and application
monitoring capability that in Omdia’s view, is the direction the evolution of AIOps is heading. The
other aspects not covered by VuNet Systems, compared to Omdia’s AIOps model, need to be
addressed by either providing third-party support or developing its own capabilities. Omdia believes
that third-party support for areas that are current gaps would significantly strengthen VuNet
Systems solution, helping it transition from a specialist capability solution to a solution with a wider
market appeal.
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Methodology
Omdia Universe
The process for writing a Universe is long and time consuming; it involves the following:

•

Omdia analysts perform an in-depth review of the market using Omdia’s market forecasting data
and Omdia’s enterprise insights survey data.

•

Omdia creates a matrix of capabilities, attributes, and features that it considers to be important
now and in the next 12–18 months for the market.

•

Vendors are interviewed and provide in-depth briefings on the current solutions and future
plans.

•

Analysts supplement these briefings with other information obtained from industry events and
user conferences.

•

The Universe is peer reviewed by other Omdia analysts before being proofread by a team of
dedicated editors.

Inclusion criteria
The criteria for inclusion of a vendor solution in the Omdia Universe for AIOps 2021–22 are as
follows:
Inclusion criteria

•

The vendor must be a global vendor and have customers in two of the three regions: Asia &
Oceania, Europe, Middle East & Africa (EMEA), and North America.

•

The vendor must have at least 100 customers, and they must be a mixture of mid-sized
enterprises and large enterprises.

Exclusion criteria

•

The vendor’s solution is only applicable to five of ten different classifications in the features
questionnaire.

•

The vendor’s solution is more than 33% made up from partner solutions or third-party solutions.
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•

The vendor solutions are “white labeled” and not sold as a branded solution.
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Appendix
Further reading
Software Market Forecast: Infrastructure, 2019–24 (September 2020)
Omdia Decision Matrix Selecting an Enterprise ML Development Platform, 2020–21 (March 2020)
AIOPs Transforming the Role of IT (March 2019)
Data Center Network Strategies & Leadership North American Survey – 2020 (March 2021)
IoT, Cloud, AI & 5G – IT Enterprise Insights 2021 (September 2020)
Understanding the People and Process Challenges with Deploying Data Center Automation
Technologies (March 2021)
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Citation policy
Request external citation and usage of Omdia research and data via citations@omdia.com.

Omdia consulting
We hope that this analysis will help you make informed and imaginative business decisions. If you
have further requirements, Omdia’s consulting team may be able to help you. For more information
about Omdia’s consulting capabilities, please contact us directly at consulting@omdia.com.

Copyright notice and disclaimer
The Omdia research, data and information referenced herein (the “Omdia Materials”) are the
copyrighted property of Informa Tech and its subsidiaries or affiliates (together “Informa Tech”) or
its third party data providers and represent data, research, opinions, or viewpoints published by
Informa Tech, and are not representations of fact.
The Omdia Materials reflect information and opinions from the original publication date and not
from the date of this document. The information and opinions expressed in the Omdia Materials are
subject to change without notice and Informa Tech does not have any duty or responsibility to
update the Omdia Materials or this publication as a result.
Omdia Materials are delivered on an “as-is” and “as-available” basis. No representation or warranty,
express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness, or correctness of the
information, opinions, and conclusions contained in Omdia Materials.
To the maximum extent permitted by law, Informa Tech and its affiliates, officers, directors,
employees, agents, and third party data providers disclaim any liability (including, without limitation,
any liability arising from fault or negligence) as to the accuracy or completeness or use of the Omdia
Materials. Informa Tech will not, under any circumstance whatsoever, be liable for any trading,
investment, commercial, or other decisions based on or made in reliance of the Omdia Materials.
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